
NJGC Weekend Retreat 
Lebanon, NJ 

March 8 - 10, 2002 
 
 
Day I – Friday, 3/8 
 
17:35 - I Arrive. Meet up w/ Mark B., Jonathan and Jim.  I select my sleeping quarters – not bad. 

Actually, lovely accommodation – far better than anything else this team has experienced for a 
W/E like this.  I’ll be sharing a room w/ Mark and Karl.  

 
18:00 - The Kitchen team meet to prepare dinner. Tonight it’s Mark, Jim and I. Others are still 

arriving.  Dinner is scheduled for 19:30, so we better get crackin’. No problem, we have it 
covered.  Besides, Tom the Hellboy just arrived and has blessed the kitchen - things are good. 

 
19:30 -  Diner is served – a tasty pasta w/ veggies covered with a peanut-ginger-garlic sauce courtesy of 

Mark and a side toss salad followed by coffee and Ice Cream (Chocolate Cookie Dough 
goodies).  Jim, who’s kitchen coordinator for the W/E, is clearly up to the task at hand and at least 
in this player’s estimation, can rock with the best of them!       

 
20:45 - Cleanup and the schedule for the rest of the evening/early Saturday was posted as such: 
  21:15 - Meeting w/o guitars 
  21:45 - Meeting w/ guitars 
  07:00 – Sitting 
  07:30 - Breakfast 
 
21:00 - A minor mishap in the kitchen when I was blinded by steam from dishwasher caused me to drop a 

large ceramic bowl and watching it shatter across the floor.  I initially took this personal but let it 
go in short order.  

 
21:15 - (Actually, 21:24) Full group meeting w/o guitars in the sitting room. The W/E is declared ‘Started’ 

and the team stated their aim(s) and for the group as a whole.  Some interesting topics and 
direction for our work together surfaced. One key exercise we’ll explore is: let players who don’t 
traditionally lead the circle, lead the circle for a block of time over the next few days. It was 
decided that Leslie, Karl, Rick, and Jim would lead the circle.  First up tomorrow at 9AM, Karl 
will lead the circle for 2 hours.     

 
22:00 - Full group meeting w/ guitars. Started w/ a Circulation, then on to ‘group loops’ -  Everyone one 

on the team started an improv with the rest following.  Most interesting, and first up, was Leslie’s. 
At the end, we launched another Circulation which ended with passing silence. Wonderful!   

 
23:45 - Group sessions ended and some go off to bed, I decide to change my strings in preparation of the 

next few days of work. Also, Terry and Tom agree to handle Breakfast. 
    

00:30 - To bed!     
  
 
Day II – Saturday, 3/9 
 
05:30 - Rise and daily grooming.   
 
06:40 –  Start this journey. The team starts to gather. 
 
07:00 - Sitting: the Practice of Doing Nothing for 30 minutes. 



 
07:30 –  Breakfast. Tom performs a lovely Dylan cover. Well done. We discuss our work last evening and 

prepare a schedule for the rest of today.  Also, observations on our work together last evening. 
Finally a brief kitchen team meeting to determine who will handle the rest of the meals.  Jonathan, 
Jim and I are on for lunch.  

 
08:30 -  Clean-up and personal practice. 
 
09:00 - Full team meeting w/ guitars lead by Karl. First some warm-ups – primaries.  Then we work on 

dynamics (one of the topics covered at the full team w/o guitars last evening) and circulating a 16th 
note in Gmaj, but played as a crescendo / decrescendo for 8 bars and passing this on to next 
player. We have the tendency to take our time on the crescendo part and rush the decrescendo. 
But, we work to improve this.    
 

11:00 - I’m on the lunch team – so, off to the kitchen with thee. The rest of the team work on an emerging 
piece from Karl.  

 
12:30 - Lunch and discussions on our work earlier in the day. “What does it feel like to lead this team of 

players?” and “What does it feel like to stay out of the way?” were covered in varying degrees.     
 
13:30 - Clean-up – no one got hurt and all dishes remained in tack.   
 
14:00 - Full group work w/ guitars lead by this guitarist. We discussed the 4 prime elements of dynamics 

within an ensemble: 1) Silence, or more pointedly, absences of sound  2) Volume (i.e. low-to-high 
and all points in between), 3) Grouping of players – maybe not everyone plays on every piece or 
sections of repertoire, and 4) Overall dynamics within a set, as part of a performance. There are 
others I’m sure, but this is dynamics at a high level for ensembles.  Can we use these elements in 
varying degrees in this group? And we should practice them similar to our fret board work. Again, 
I started a two note rhythmic chord pattern, which over 16 bars, goes from low volume -> louder -
> Thashing -> Absence of sound, then repeat. These changes happen even 4 bars.  We do this for 
about 15 minutes. I think only 2 or 3 times did we stop for the final 4 bars of ‘absence of sound’ 
together.  But boy, when we did, very powerful.  Improves started to appear around the two-note 
pattern as well.  Players started to get uncomfortable (maybe it was their leader), so we took a 
break. When we reconvened, I suggested we look at the dynamics of ‘Austuris’ (clearly something 
more musical to work with and something this group needed to work on) to round out my 
‘Blockhead’ time with the team (note: this term ‘Blockhead’ was given to any one of the 4 players 
who lead the circle throughout the W/E).              

 
16:00 -  Tea break. Terry wife arrives. Stephanie is an Alexander-in-training student and has offered to 

work with team briefly today.  Also, ‘The Hellboys’ performed ‘Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder’. 
Another hit!  While we cheered on ‘The Hellboys’, it struck me how sad this piece really was and 
that the only way a piece like this could have been written was: You have to live it! … or through 
it. Very saddening.  
 
This time period was also designated on today’s schedule as ‘Free Time’. This was discussed 
during the Friday evening meeting – we wanted to give ourselves some time alone, somewhere 
near the middle of the weekend.  What you did with this time was up to you – just don’t leave the 
property.  My choice was practice.  

 
17:00 -  The players who aren’t performing at the end of March took the lead in preparing dinner. The 

‘Albany 5’, as we were dubbed, met to review our set material lead by Jim (the ‘Blockhead’). 
Some pieces were in good share, others needed a lot of work. So we got down to it without 
skipping over or neglecting any piece of work. Stephanie worked on 5 players who already had a 
long tough day. Now, with more focused work ahead, her presence was perfect. Thank you 
Stephanie.   

 



19:30 - Dinner for 9 (Stephanie stayed for dinner). The ‘Albany 5’ performed 3 pieces.  Also, Terry 
performed a song (a cover I believe) that appeared to be more directed to wife, than the group. 
This player played a piece that happened to be the first piece I ever played in NST in 1991/2.  And 
guess what – it sounded like it too.  More observations on our work together – specifically from 
the players who are not leading the various blocks of work.  Also, some observations from 
Stephanie re: her time with us.  

 
21:10 - Clean up and resetting up the work space. 
 
22:00 -  Full group meeting w/ guitars lead by Leslie. The goal was to work on our ‘secret circulation’ 

(SC), then be able to start a circulation, move into the ‘SC’, and return to a free circulation. This 
provide very difficult. First we reviewed the notes for the ‘SC’, then ensuring we could circulate it 
twice around the circle. Next, we tried moving out of the SC into a free circulation. Pretty easy. 
Then starting a free circulation and moving into the ‘SC’. This was hard work. We discussed ways 
to queue the start of the ‘SC’ then Tom hit on a great idea: When a player changes direction, this 
will be our queue. Once the note returns to the player who changed direction, they then have the 
responsibility to launch the ‘SC’. We then allow the ‘SC’ to move around the circle twice, then 
back into our free circulation. Sounds easy, eay?  Well, 8 very tired players struggled to make this 
work for the better part of 90 minutes. But hey, we did. And once we did accomplish this we 
continue to do this round and round – whenever someone changed the direction of the notes, we 
waited until the note landed back to that player and they launched the ‘SC’ for two trips around the 
circle, then out into a free flowing circulation – very nice. By 23:45 we were all wacked and 
briefly discussed the schedule for Sunday and retired to our own quarters. Now, let’s hope we can 
do this type of circulating again tomorrow when we reconvene.     

 
00:00 -  To bed. We have a 07:00 sitting in the morning. 
 
 
Day III – Sunday, 3/10  
    
05:30 -  Rise and personal grooming and journal updating. 
 
07:00 - Morning sitting.  The ghost of Bob Dylan’s harmonica appeared in the fireplace at the end of our 

sitting.  
 
07:30 - Breakfast. Good discussion amongst friends.    
 
08:20 - Clean up and packing up of our personal items has begun. The wind-down I think is under way. 
  
09:00 - Full group meeting.  A recap of the work we did on Saturday. This player leads us in a circulation 

that eventually morphs into the ‘SC’ and out again.  Next the crescendo / decrescendo exercise and 
finally the 4 part dynamics exercise using the 2 note chords – all this without saying a word. This 
went on for an hour. We call for a 10-minute break. More coffee … more coffee.   

 
 Next, Mark (and Tom) start to show the team a cascading circulation – this is the basis for a new, 

emerging GC theme and one that was just presented in Italy and California this year.  Mark also 
shows us the chords (in Gmin).  The team play a Gmin circulation while Karl plays the chord 
pattern.  After a series of pauses, the full team launch into the cascading circulation.  The 
cascading part has an odd pattern that makes up its cycle 3-5-7-3. We cycle this for 4 times.  We 
try this a few times.  It’s now 11AM and time for the next block of work. Thank you Mark (and 
Tom).              

 
11:15 - The lunch team (or the Lebanon 3) moved to the kitchen while the Albany 5 (the performance 

team) moved to an adjacent room to run repertoire. This was clearly better than yesterday but 
areas of work still need, well work.  



 
12:30 - Lunch – Leftovers, but such tasty Leftovers! Again, more comments re: the work this morning. I 

voiced my observation in being frustrated (I said I was “pissed”) when I launching the circulation 
this morning and tried to move us into the ‘SC’ and no one picked up on it. Not once, but about 3-
4 times before someone heard what was going on.  I apologized for my outward reaction. I have 
no one to blame for my “being pissed”, just me. Away, … Away with you.    

 
13:10 - Kitchen clean-up and house craft.  A final full Team meeting w/o guitars is scheduled for 13:30. 
 
13:30 -  Final full team meeting w/o guitars.  We all expressed how successful we felt this weekend has 

been for the team. Some discussion on our next steps, but we agreed to complete this weekend 
first, then plan for the future at a later time. At 13:49 the NJGC 2002 Weekend Retreat was 
declared completed.   

 
14:00 - A final check of the facilities and warm good-byes to each member of the team.  I depart for my 

long drive home in silence.     
 
Many Regards, 
 
Rick M. 


